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Deposition, diffusion, and aggregation on Leath percolations: A model for nanostructure growth
on nonuniform substrates
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Deposition, diffusion, and aggregation~DDA! on percolation substrates were investigated by computer
simulations. The nonuniform degree of the substrate is described by the occupied probabilityp, by which the
percolation is generated.p takes values in the rangepc,p<1, wherepc is the threshold of percolation. The
blocked sites in percolation represent the defects in the substrates. The interactions between defects and
deposited particles are involved by introducing the sticking coefficients. For inert defects (s50), the defects
hinder the deposited particles from diffusing in the substrates. Asp decreases from 1 topc , the morphology of
the aggregates varies from the DDA pattern on uniform substrates to the few-and-zigzag-branch pattern. For
active defects (sÞ0), the defects play a role in absorbing the deposited particles also. With the reduction ofp
from 1 to pc , the pattern of aggregates changes from DDA on uniform substrates to a site-percolation-like
pattern~for s51! or a dispersed-small-island one~for 0,s,1) on critical percolation substrates. A rapid
increase of the fractal dimensionD f of aggregates appears in theD f –p curve, which corresponds to the
transition of morphologies from a pattern dominated by defects to one controlled by diffusion. Moreover, our
simulations show that the Honda-Toyoki-Matsushita relation is reasonable for growth controlled by defect-
hindering diffusion in fractional spaces.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.65.235403 PACS number~s!: 61.43.Hv, 05.40.2a, 68.35.Fx
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I. INTRODUCTION

Knowledge of atomic behavior on surfaces is importa
for the production of good quantity thin films. The study
nucleation and growth at early stages of deposition can
vide crucial information in this regard.1,2 Diffusion and reac-
tion are the major microscopic processes that govern
nucleation and growth of monolayers.3–9 For a long time,
there exist three models of nonequilibrium growt
percolation,10,11 diffusion-limited aggregation~DLA !,11–13

and cluster-cluster aggregation~CCA!.11,14,15The percolation
model implies that the deposited particles do not diffuse
more after deposition. In fact, not only diffusion but al
aggregation take place after deposition. In the DLA mod
the particles are deposited one by one, so it is only suita
for the case of very low flux for monolayer growth.1,4 In the
CCA model, the particles are put onto the substrate al
once; therefore the CCA model cannot describe the pro
of continual injection of particles in the depositio
process.11,14

Jensenet al. proposed a model of deposition, diffusio
and aggregation~DDA! to describe submonolayer depos
tion, i.e., nanostructure growth, on a two-dimensional~2D!
uniform surface.16 In the model, particles are deposited a
certain flux. They continue to diffuse after deposition on t
surface, and become immobile once they stick to ot
particles.16,17 The morphology of the monolayer depends
the particle flux, the diffusion constant, and the time of t
process.1 To our knowledge, most previous simulations
epitaxial growth were performed on uniform and flat su
strates, but many actual substrates are not uniform du
local oxidation, pollution, and other factors. Therefore t
investigation of DDA on nonuniform substrates is importa
Nonuniform substrates can be described by percolation c
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ters, where the occupied probabilityp stands for the degree
of nonuniformity of the substrate and the blocked sites
percolation represent defects.10,18,19 Leath has presented
method to produce single percolation clusters which are g
erated in the same way as epidemic spreading.10,20,21When
the probabilityp.pc , the cluster will grow infinitely.10,20

The cluster of Leath percolation can be regarded as non
form substrate.10

In this paper, we simulated deposition, diffusion, and a
gregation in Leath percolation and investigated the influe
of defects in the substrates on the structure of the nanoc
ter. These results will be helpful in understanding the form
tion of clusters on nonuniform substrates in thin-film-grow
processes, such as vapor deposition, molecular-beam epi
and so on.

II. MODEL AND METHOD

The present model is similar to the original DDA one16

except for considering the interaction between deposited
ticles and defects of the substrate. The Monte Carlo~MC!
method was used in the simulations. The procedure of
simulation consists of two parts: producing Leath percolat
substrates and generating DDA clusters on the Leath pe
lation substrates.

The percolation substrate is produced on a 2D square
tice by the Leath method.10,19,20In the first step, all the lattice
units are empty, except that the origin is occupied. Then,
nearest neighbor sites of the origin are either occupied w
probability p or blocked with probability 12p. The blocked
sites represent defects. Again, the empty nearest neighbors
occupied sites are occupied with probabilityp or blocked
with probability 12p. In each step, a new shell is added
the cluster. Repeating the process, the expected single p
lation cluster can be obtained~for p.pc) or it cannot con-
©2002 The American Physical Society03-1
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tinue to grow ~for p,pc).
10,20 pc is the critical occupied

probability. For the 2D square lattice,pc;0.593.10 In the
present simulations, the occupied probabilityp takes values
in the rangepc,p<1.

After the percolation substrates are obtained, we start g
erating DDA clusters on the percolation substrates. T
simulation method used is similar to that of Refs. 16 and
but it is performed on percolation substrates. In the pres
method, particles are deposited gradually onto the subs
with a constant fluxF. The deposited particles diffuse on th
percolation cluster before they meet other particles
blocked sites~defects! in the percolation substrates. They c
walk on occupied sites only, and cannot reach the bloc
ones~defects!. Once they meet other particles, they beco
immobile and aggregate. What will happen when a depos
particle is close to a defect? A defect can make the lo
lattice deforming and charge transferring in its vicinity,
the defect can become a trap for the external particles. T
we consider thatthere exist short-range attractive interac
tions between the deposited particles and defects. This inter-
action is represented by a sticking coefficients,4,22,23just like
that in the model of reaction-limited aggregation.24 When a
particle hits the defects, it becomes immobile with probab
ity s, or continues to diffuse with probability 12s. The stick-
ing coefficients is related to the temperature and interactio
between the defects and deposited particles.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Numerical simulations are performed on a finite squ
lattice of 4003400 by the MC method. The length of th
square particles is chosen to be the unit of length. We fo
attention on the influence of the defects on cluster forma
on the substrate, so a small flux of particles is taken. In
simulations, we take the fluxF/D50.531025, whereD is
the diffusion constant andD21 is proportional to the typica
time between two hops. This flux corresponds to injectin
particle onto the substrate every 23105 MC time steps.

A. Morphology

The difference between deposition, diffusion, and agg
gation on a nonuniform substrate and on a uniform o
comes from the defects in the nonuniform substrate. Th
are two effects of defects on aggregates. One is that
defects make the substrate incomplete and they hinder
deposited particles from diffusing in the substrate. Anot
effect is that the defects absorb the deposited particles.

First, we investigated the characteristics of aggregates
to the effect of defects on the diffusion of deposited particl
In this case, the defects are inert (s50), i.e., there is no
attractive interaction between the defects and the depos
particles. Figure 1 shows the morphologies of clusters c
sisting of the deposited particles with various occupied pr
abilities p. Whenp;pc , the aggregates appear nonunifor
and asymmetrical. There are only a few branches in an
gregate and these branches look zigzag, as shown in
1~a!. As the probabilityp increases, the aggregates change
uniform ones gradually, and the number of branches
23540
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creases too. Whenp exceeds a certain value~about 0.75!, the
morphology of aggregates becomes close to that of D
clusters on uniform substrates; and ifp;1, the pattern looks
just like it @see Fig. 1~d!#. The evolution of the morphology
of aggregates due to variation ofp is not difficult to under-
stand. In the case thatp;pc , the number of blocked site
~defects! in the substrate is very large and close to the criti
value. The defects prevent deposited particles from diffus
and forming branches. This results in asymmetric and n
uniform aggregates, as well as a decrease in the numbe
branches. In addition, the branches have to grow aro
those defects, so they appear to be zigzag. Withp increasing,
the number of defects decreases, so the deposited par
can diffuse with less limitation. As a result, the number
branches increases and the patterns gradually become
form. In the case thatp51, the Leath percolation substra
reduces to the compact Eden ‘‘pie’’ with dimension of 2~the
space dimension!.1,2 There are very few defects in the Ede
‘‘pie,’’ so the aggregates can grow freely just like those on
completely uniform substrate. Therefore, the patterns
very similar to the DDA pattern on uniform substrates.

Now we study the effect of the absorption between d
fects and deposited particles on morphologies of aggrega
In this case, the defects are active (sÞ0) and the interaction
between defects and deposited particles should be taken
consideration. Figure 2 shows the morphologies ats51024

with variousp. It is found that whenp is large~say,p.0.9
for s51024) the sticking coefficients has little effect on the
morphology. In this case the morphology is always like t
DDA pattern on uniform substrates. But for smallp ~say,p
,0.7 for s51024), s has a great influence on the pattern
aggregates. Even a very small value ofs can result in a grea
change of morphology. Whenp is close topc , the deposited

FIG. 1. Morphologies of the clusters formed by deposition, d
fusion, and aggregation in Leath percolation with various occup
probabilitiesp at sticking coefficients50. p50.593~a!, 0.62 ~b!,
0.70 ~c!, and 1~d!.
3-2
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particles form a pattern consisting of many very small
lands somewhat like site percolation in percolation space
shown in Fig. 2~a!. This pattern fors51024 is very different
from that for s50 @see Fig. 1~a!#. With increasingp, the
small aggregates become a little larger. The above results
reasonable. For largep, the number of defects is very few, s
the variation ofs has little effect on the formation of a mono
layer on the substrate. Whenp;pc , there exist many defect
in the substrate. These defects not only prevent the par
from diffusing, but also absorb the deposited particles
form small islands. Therefore, the defects partly play the r
of a nucleus for aggregates. Thus the patterns appear t
sparse and somewhat like site percolation, even ifs is small
~in the present case,s51024!.

From the above, we can draw the following conclusio
For s50 ~inert defects!, the growth process of aggregates
controlled by diffusion. The defects influence the morph
ogy of aggregates by hindering diffusion of deposited p
ticles. As long as the defects are not many (p.0.75), the
change of pattern due to variation ofp is small. But fors
Þ0 ~active defects!, the absorption between defects and d
posited particles greatly enhances the influence of defect
the morphologies of aggregates. Therefore, the depos
particles tend to be absorbed by defects and form many s
islands. Whenp;pc , ass increases from 0 to 1, the mo
phology of aggregates changes from the few-and-zigz
branch structure to the dispersed-small-island pattern,
then to the site-percolation-like one.

B. Fractal dimension of aggregates

The geometric properties of morphologies of aggrega
can be described by the fractal dimensionD f . We calculated

FIG. 2. Morphologies of the clusters formed by deposition, d
fusion, and aggregation in Leath percolation with various occup
probabilitiesp at sticking coefficients51024. p50.593 ~a!, 0.62
~b!, 0.70 ~c!, and 1~d!.
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the fractal dimensions of branched structures and island
the box-counting method.25 For a low occupied fraction, ap
parent fractal behavior was observed between physically
evant cutoffs. The lower cutoffr 0 is presented by the lengt
of particles. The upper cutoffr 1 is given by the average ga
between adjacent particles.25

Figure 3 plots the simulation results for the fractal dime
sion of aggregates as a function of the occupied probabilip
for several sticking coefficientss. It shows that, whenp51,
the fractal dimensionD f;1.65, which is the value for the
DDA model on a uniform substrate. The reason is that
substrate withp51 is identified with a 2D plate. Becaus
there are no defects, this value ofD f is independent ofs.
Once a defect exists~i.e., p,1), the fractal dimension de
creases with increasing sticking coefficient for a system w
identical occupied probability. This behavior can be e
plained intuitively as follows. The larger the sticking coef
cient is, the stronger is the absorptivity between the de
and deposited particle. Therefore, the deposited parti
cannot diffuse to a distance and they form the small-isla
pattern for nonzero sticking coefficient@see Figs. 2~a!–2~c!#,
instead of the zigzag-branch-pattern fors50 @see Figs.
1~a!–1~c!#. With enhancement of the absorptivity of the d
fect, the growth of the branch pattern is hindered more s
ously. As a result, the fractal dimension of the pattern
reduced with increasings. Whenp;pc , there exist a large
number of defects in the substrate. In this case,D f decreases
from 1.43 to 1.08 withs increasing from 0 to 1. The forme
is the value of the DDA pattern in the case of inert defe
and the latter is that of the site-percolation-like pattern gro
ing on the critical percolation substrate. Figure 3 also sho
that the rapid rise ofD f occurs atp;0.65 ~for s50) and
0.95 ~for s51). This fact indicates that the stronger the a
sorptivity between the defect and deposited particle,
larger is the influence of defects on morphologies of agg
gates, for systems with the same occupied probability. T
occupied probabilityp at whichD f rises rapidly correspond

d

FIG. 3. Fractal dimensionD f of the aggregates in Leath perco
lation as a function of occupied probabilityp with various sticking
coefficientss. s50 ~open triangles!, 1024 ~full circles!, 1023 ~open
circles!, and 1~full squares!. The solid lines are guides to the eye
3-3
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to the transition of morphology from the pattern dominat
by defects to that dominated by diffusion.

C. Honda-Toyoki-Matsushita relation for fractal dimension

In this work, the growth process for larges is dominated
by the adsorption of defects. But fors50, the growth is
controlled by defect-hindering diffusion. For the case of
growth controlled by pure diffusion, based on mean fie
theory, Hondaet al. presented a relationship connecting t
fractal dimensionD f of aggregates withds anddw ~Refs. 19
and 26!

D f5~ds
21dw21!/~ds1dw21!. ~1!

In Eq. ~1!, ds is the fractal dimension of the space in whic
the particles aggregate, anddw is the fractal dimension o
particle motion in the space. Expression~1! is named the
Honda-Toyoki-Matsushita~HTM! relation. This relation has
been confirmed numerically to be correct only for some s
cial cases, e.g., growth controlled by pure diffusion, and b
listic motion in uniform spaces.26Is the HTM relation still
applicable for aggregation controlled by defect-hinderin
diffusion (s50) on substrates with fractional dimensions?

To answer the above question, we studied the behavio
defect-hindering diffusion on Leath percolation substrat
The fractal dimensiondw of the particle diffusion can be
obtained from the scaling relation10,11

^R2~ t !&;t2/dw, ~2!

where^R2(t)& is the mean square end-to-end distance of
diffusing particle andt stands for the MC time step. W
simulated the random walks of Leath percolation through
rangepc,p<1. Log-log plots of̂ R2(t)& vs t are shown in
Fig. 4. It can be seen that, there is a stable scaling relatio
^R2(t)& to t. When p;pc , we getdw52.73 andds51.89,

FIG. 4. The log-log plots of the mean square end-to-end
tances^R2(t)& of diffusing particles to time stept for defect-
hindering diffusion in Leath percolation with various occupi
probabilitiesp. From top to bottom,p was taken as 1, 0.70, an
0.593, respectively.
23540
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which are in accordance with the previous theoretical res
that dw;3ds/2 andds;91/48.10 At p51, the Leath perco-
lation reduces to the Eden ‘‘pie,’’ with the result that th
random walk is very similar to Brownian motion. In thi
case,dw;2, which is very close to the expected value f
Brownian motion (dw52).1 On the other hand, the fracta
dimensionds of Leath percolation substrates can be obtain
by the box-counting method.21,25 After both ds and dw are
obtained, the fractal dimensionsD f

H of the aggregates grown
on Leath percolation substrates can be calculated base
Eq. ~1!. Table I lists the results fordw , ds , andD f by MC
simulations, and that forD f

H by Eq. ~1!. It can be seen from
this table that the fractal dimensionsD f from the MC simu-
lations are very close toD f

H from the HTM relation. There-
fore, we can draw the conclusion that the HTM relation
still reasonable for the description of growth controlled
defect-hindering diffusion on substrates with fractal dime
sions.

For the casesÞ0, the growth is greatly influenced by th
adsorption of defects. During growth, adsorption termina
the normal diffusion process of particles, and results in
random sparse distribution of particles, i.e., the dispers
small-islands structure. Correspondingly,D f decreases rap
idly. The HTM relation cannot describe the fractal dimensi
of the aggregates formed by the growth process of ads
tion.

IV. CONCLUSION

The difference between deposition, diffusion, and agg
gation in uniform substrates and that in nonuniform ones
attributed to the effects of defects on DDA. Those effe
include the defects hindering deposited particle from dif
sion and absorbing them. As the nonuniformity of substra
and the strength of interaction between the defects and
posited particles vary, we get various patterns including s
percolation-like, few-and-zigzag-branch, dispersed-sm
island, and the original DDA clusters. These results may
useful in describing vapor deposition, molecular-beam e
taxy, and similar experiments on nonuniform substrates.
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TABLE I. Comparison between the fractal dimensionD f of ag-
gregates obtained by the simulations andD f

H by the Honda-Toyoki-
Matsushita relation for a set of occupied probabilitiesp in the range
from pc to 1. ds is the fractal dimension of a nonuniform substra
and dw is that of the trajectory of particle diffusion. The stickin
coefficients50.

p 0.593 0.62 0.65 0.70 0.80 0.90 1.00

ds 1.89 1.94 1.96 1.98 1.99 1.99 2.00
dw 2.73 2.43 2.27 2.18 2.08 2.04 2.01
D f 1.43 1.52 1.56 1.60 1.62 1.63 1.65
D f

H 1.45 1.54 1.59 1.62 1.64 1.66 1.67
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